EXISTING WINDOW FRAME TO REMAIN
NEW GLASS WINDOW SASHES TO BE INSTALLED TO MATCH EXISTING
REPAIR AND PATCH AS NECESSARY
EXISTING SIDING TO REMAIN
REPAIR AND PATCH AS NECESSARY
EXISTING SIDING TO REMAIN
REPAIR AND PATCH AS NECESSARY
EXISTING EXCEPT AS NOTED
SOUTH ELEVATION   (BAY AVENUE)
6"
13'-0"
NEW CONSTRUCTION
NEW 36" FENCE AROUND NEW BASEMENT STAIRWELL
8" HORIZONTAL V-GROOVE SIDING, TO BE PAINTED
EXISTING SIDING TO REMAIN
REPAIR AND PATCH AS NECESSARY
EXISTING AWNING FRAME TO BE REPAIRED, PAINTED BLACK
NEW AWNING FABRIC TO BE INSTALLED
REPAIR AND REPLACE EXISTING STOREFRONT TRANSOM WINDOWS IN KIND AS NECESSARY
EXISTING TRIM TO BE REPAIRED AND PAINTED WHITE (AS EXISTING) AS NECESSARY
EXISTING TRIM TO BE REPAIRED AND PAINTED WHITE (AS EXISTING) AS NECESSARY
EXISTING TRIM TO BE REPAIRED AND PAINTED WHITE (AS EXISTING) AS NECESSARY
EXISTING FRONT DOOR TO REMAIN
EXISTING FRONT DOOR TO BE REPAIRED AND PAINTED BLACK
WEST ELEVATION   (MAIN STREET)
EXISTING EXCEPT AS NOTED
EXISTING AWNING FRAME TO BE REPAIRED, PAINTED BLACK
NEW AWNING FABRIC TO BE INSTALLED
REPAIR AND REPLACE EXISTING STOREFRONT TRANSOM WINDOWS IN KIND AS NECESSARY
EXISTING AWNING FRAME TO BE REPAIRED, PAINTED BLACK
NEW AWNING FABRIC TO BE INSTALLED